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Customer sent the following - 

Regarding increase fee for solar power owners: 

I would love to have solar power, but as a widow with SS my primary source of income 
two upper middle class friends who do have solar power. 

cannot afford it. I have 

While I struggle to survive, you Republicans on the CC have always given APS every raise it wanted. As usual 
the poorer people of this state have suffered the consequences of the decisions Republicans on the CC have 
made. I live in a part of Gilbert where I am forced to have APS, otherwise I would choose SRP. Years ago the 
town council worked with APS to divide Gilbert up to force sections to be on APS. My electric bill has gone up 
and up and up. 
While it is easy to understand why people who can afford solar do not want to have their rates increased it does 
not take a genius to realize the actions that were taken are not fair to make the poor pay for the wealthy to have 
solar power. Some have written about the cost to those people to install it. They knew the cost when they 
installed it and could afford it. The people I know who have it are older and know they will not live to pay the cost 
off unless they paid cash to have it installed in which case it does not matter to them. 

The poorer in this nation are getting poorer while the rich are getting richer. This nation is well on its way to 
becoming a 3rd world country thanks to the Republicans. 

People who have solar power, unfortunately cannot expect to pay little while the rest of us suffer. 

So long for now from somewhere along Route 66 ! Martha Jo Billy 
*End of Complaint* 
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